Freely Transfer files from PC to iPhone
First announced by Steve Jobs, iPhone 2.0 software update has brought new improvements
over the original iPhone operating system. It adds a number of new features you can expect
to enrich iPhone’s skill set. iPhone 2.0 also supports third-party applications which are
available through the new App Store, which is possibly the biggest new feature.
There is a tendency for Xilisoft iPhone Transfer to follow up immediately everytime Apple
releases a new iPhone touch firmware or adds new features.
As professional ipod/iPhone transfer software, it can freely transfer files from PC to iPhone
and rip iPod/iphone to PC, which highly develops iPhone’s potential and broaden its abilities
greatly.
Xilisoft iPhone Transfer is updated regularly to keep pace with iPhone/iPod touch in firmware
2.0, and hold high compatibility to help users transfer video and audio files with iPhone 3G.
It can play all the exported and imported media files on iPhone 2.0, while the other similar
software cannot achieve file transferring to iPhone in firmware 2.0 so far, not to mention the
playing on iPhone.
As is known to all, iTunes cannot derive files from device. However, it is possible to transfer
files from PC to iPhone & v.v and browse them from iTunes with iPod Rip. Here, iTunes may
need to be upgraded to the latest version and be available when transferring music/videos
from PC to iPhone since file transmission is based on iTunes.
Additionally, new released Xilisoft iPhone Transfer also includes dozens of other features,
such as the capacity of managing several iPods (up to 26) and one iPhone at the same time
and the addition of support for displaying iPod basic info including iPod model, image, storage
capacity, version number, serial number and format.
When you don’t want to depend solely on the official iTunes Store to get music and videos, or
you want to release your iPhone or iPod touch, it’s much easier than ever to enjoy your new
device via Xilisoft iPhone Transfer.

